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The PRUDENTIAL HOME SHOW Comes to You! 
JUNE3,4 & 5 
Holiday Inn Resort Monterey 
1000 Aquajito Road, Monterey Room 
INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING SESSIONS 
Friday, 3 .June 1:00 p.Ill.-5:00 p.Ill.---Saturday and Sunday, 4 & 5 June 10:00 a.Ill.-5:00 p.m. 
Military Buyers Program: SAVE $1500 
FREE Information: Housing,rentals,neighborhoods,schools,new construction,maps. 
BOB GRAHAM 
Northern VA Top Producer! 
Retired Officer 
Broker, Buyer Agent 
1-800-456-6873 
For appointments call : 
1-800-456-6873 Prior to 23 May. 




An Independently Owned and Operated Member of The Prudential Real Esbte AffiIates. Inc. 
JUDY READY 
Relocation Expertl 
Member Million Dollar Club 
30 years Navy Wife 
1-800-296-0003 
rn We Can Help You With Your Relocation Anywhere In The USA 
LD Promise To Serve You And Your Family With A Smooth PCS Move r=:r 
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OSSC President's Message 
By Cindy Martin 
Spring has 
sprung, and 
summer break is 
just around the 
comer. Boy has 
time flown by ... I 
hope you are 
enjoying the 
Monterey area 
and getting to visit the local "hot 
spots." 
May is a great month to recognize all 
the OSSC chairmen who work so hard 
to carry out the events that go on all 
year for your enjoyment. 
The Pink Flyer - Lisa Funk 
Bargain Fair - Maureen Olsen & 
Shannon Eagle 
Bake Sales - Susan Casey & 
Eileen Vaglia 
Talbot Ties Sales -Michelle Pratt 
Art Auction - Carolyn Dipaolo & 
Heidi Parke 
Cookbook & Aprons - Michelle Pratt 
Holiday Giving Wagon- Wanda Meier 
Santa Visits -Debra Robillard & 
Eileen Vaglia 
Christmas Adobe Tours -Sharon 
Finlayson & Debbie Brown 
Wine Tasting-Susan Everingham & 
Wanda Meier 
International Tea - Gannon Carr 
Cram-A-Lot -Joni Murdock 
International Day - Carolyn Dipaolo 
HaUoweenParade -Susan Everingham 
Spring Adobe Tours-Judith Osborne 
& Shannon Eagle 
Christmas Craft Bazaar-
Michelle Pratt 
Spring Craft Bazaar -Laurie Zinni 
OSSC MEMBERSHIP 
These people work very hard with 
only a "Thank You" as payment, so ... 
when you see them or are at an event, 
please say "Thanks" to those working. 
(And if you want to help out that's 
always needed too.) 
This month on Friday, May 13, from 
3-5pm, we have the International Tea at 
Mrs. Mercer's home (Quarters A). This 
is a lovely event we host with all the 
international student spouses as guests 
of honor. 
On Thursday May 19, we have invited 
Randal Reinstedt, famed local author 
and local authority on the "Ghost 0 f 
the old Del Monte Hotel" to come 
speak. This is open to all students and 
spouses. (Seating is limited so please 
preregister.) 
On Saturday May 21, our 2nd Annual 
Spring Craft Bazaar will be held in the 
breezeway of Root Hall. Local vendors 
will have great crafts for us to 
purchase and enjoy.Come out and 
support our community. 
Last, but not least, please come join 
us for our members meeting on 
Monday May 2 at 7pm in the La Novia 
Room of Hermann Hall. For more 
information regarding OSSC, please 
feel free to call me at 646-8910. 
The Officers Students' Spouses' Club of th~ Naval Postgraduate School is for the spouses of all students. In addition 
to sponsoring monthly activities, OSSC also sponsors an Art Auction, Adobe Tour, International Student Tea, and many other 
holiday events. Dues collected entitles you to member discounts as well as monthly Pink Flyers and the OSSC Directory. 
To obtain a membership, flll out the form below and send it with a check made payable to "OSSC" to Simi Carlson SGC 
#1126; Phone 647-8938. 1 year (4 quarters) $15; 18 months (6 quarters) $20.00; 2 or more years (8 quarter+) $25. This is 
a one time fee. International wives membership is free. 
SGC# _____ NewMember _______ Active. ____ Associate. ___________ _ 
Last Name ___________ First. ______________ Phone. ________ _ 
Spouse's Name __________________ .Rank. ________ Service. ____ _ 
Curriculum Graduation (monthlyear) ________ _ 
Address City ________ ZipCode. ____ _ 
Length of Membership _______________ AmoutEnclosed, ___________ _ 
Are you interested in committee work? __________ Volunteering? ______ _ 
Would you like to participate in our club administration ______ _ 
Would you like a copy of the OSSC By-Laws. __________ _ 
Do you wish to have your name, spouse's name, service, address and phone number in the OSSC Directory? __ _ 
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is written, edited, 
hand illustrated 
and photo-
illustrated by an 
all-volunteer 
staff. We try to reach the interests of 
everyone involved wi th NPS -students, 
staff and families. 
Articles 
If you have a topic you would like to 
see in the The Classmate, please call me 
at 899-8867. We are always seeking 
articles and photos from as broad a 
spectrum of contributors as possible. 
Do not worry about grammar or style 
- that's my job. Just get the information 
to SGC 2330 by the first of the month 
for the following month's issue (June 1 
for the July issue), and I can almost 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 
- Porcelain Crowns 
- Bleaching 
guarantee you it will go into print. Of professional discretion. All photos can 
course, we must use professional be returned to the owner. 
discretion. If you would like to submit photos, 
We can also always use regular staff please include photographer's name 
writers. Staff writers are free to and phone number, and the identity of 
contribute ideas and articles of their the subject in the photo. 
own design to The Classmate, or to WANTED: YOUR FEED-BACK 
accept assignment articles. We encourage your comments on 
If you plan to subm it an article, NPS events and situations, as well as on 
please include author's name and articles or items published in The 
phone number, as well as a typed, Classmate. Both positive and negative 
double-spaced hard copy and mM- feedback lead to improved quality of 
compatible disk copy whenever the magazine, and improved service to 
possible, with the word processing its readers. Whenever possible, we 
format indicated. Disks will be returned would like to publish reader feedback 
to their owners. in an Editor's Forum. Names can be 
Photos withheld from publication on request, 
Photos add life to the magazine. If but please include your name for our 
you have interesting photos of anything, meso 
anyone or any place which you would Send all contributions to: 
like to share with the school, please Sheri Byrd, Editor 
submit them. The deadline for photos is The Classmate 
the 10th of the month for the next NPS SGC 2330 
month's issue, and again, we must use Monterey, CA 93943 
"" ~\Y,L J. TURNbt 
'\)~- D.D.S. ~~ 
Q~ ~l'LE 





- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Use Your New Delta 
Dental Benefit Plan 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for Relaxation 
- VISA, MC, Amer. Ex. 
Payment Plans Available 
910 Major Shennan Lane, Suite 205 • Monterey 
(Behind Jack in the Boxl 
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Hair Association 




Dr. Shelley D. Wise 
Palmer Graduate 
MILITARY DISCOUNT 
Convenient to Seaside and Monterey 
EVENING AND SATURDAY 
APPOINTMENT AVAILABLE 
Located in Laguna Plaza 
1130 Fremont Blvd, SEASIDE 
899-4444 
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around the bay 
MAY 
May 6 
Francesco Piano Trio 
Tbe last concert of the 1994 series 
presented by the Mozart Scoeity of 
California. Monterey: 625- 3637. 
May 6 
Senior Citizen Day 
Seniors will be admitted to selected 
bistoric adobes free of cbarge . 
Monterey: 649 -7118; 7111. 
May 6-8 
Springtime At La Mirada 
Tour the bistoric la Mirada adobe, 
flower-ftlled gardens and art galleries. 
Monterey: 625-2167. 
May 7 
Monte Carlo Night 
A Frencb Rivera casino, complete 
with professional dealers, black jack 
tables, craps, roulette and slotmachines. 
Carmel Valley: 659-3983. 
May 7 - 8 
American Indan Spring Market 
Historic traditional celebration of 
American Indian cultures from North 
and south America. Artists, dancers, 
singers, fasbions, food and 
presentations. San Juan Bautista: 623-
2379. 
May 11-15 
Salinas Valley Fair 
Entertainment, carnival, exhibits, 
rodeo arena, junior livestock sbow and 
auction, food and commercial booths. 
King City: 385-3243. 
May 14 
Del Monte Kennel Club Classic or 
The Pacific 
A Blue Ribbon Dog Show. Only dogs 
that bave won a Blue Ribbon prior to 
the close of entries can compete. Pebble 
Beacb: 624-5553. 
May 14 -15 
Monterey County Artists Studio 
Tour 
A self-guided tour of Monterey County 
artists' studios offers opportunites to 
meet the artists, view their works and 
their working spaces and possibly buy 
original art peices. County-wide: 372-
4930. 
May 19 -22 
Monterey County Schools Youth 
Arts Festival 
Features art, drama, music and dance 
of middle scbool students Monterey: 
372-5477. 
May 21 
Cooper Molera Garden Day and Plant 
Sale 
Enjoy the Cooper Garden at its peak 
and enhance your garden with plants 
cultivated by its gardeners. Monterey: 
649-6547. 
May 28 -29 
Great Monterey Squid Festival 
For those with a taste for bistory as 
well as seafood, this festivalis both a 
tribute to the commercial fishing 
industry of the Monterey Bay and a 
succulent celebration of the incredible, 
edible squid. Monterey: 649-6547 . 
American Motorcyclist Association 
Road Race National 
Tbis event offers classes for exotic, 
modified and production motorcycles 
from the U.S., Japan and Europe. 
Sbowcases tbe talents of tbe 
bottest,young professionalatbletes. 




Family-style carnival. Pony rides, art 
and crafts, food vendors and a giant flea 
market. Seaside: 646-4067. 
JuneS 
Monterey Bonsai Exhibition 
Annual sbow by members wbodisplay 
their trees and give a "bands on" 
demonstration. Plants will also be for 
sale. 
SITES Brings Base 
Information On-line 
Welcome packet information can be 
retrieved with the touch of a button - via 
computers. 
The new standard 
installation topic 
exchange system is 
on-line and avail-
able at the Family 





is the automated 
information system 
which replaces the 
systems previously 
used by the services. 
ALL installations, 
for all branches of the military, 
world-wide (over 3(0) 
are accessible with SITES, including E-
Mail capability. This new system is 
designed to replace the welcome packets 
currently in use by the military Family 
Service Centers. 
Topics in the system include 
information on the base/post, the 
community, social services on and off 
post, schools, public transportation, 
housing costs, shopping, employment, 
colleges and universities, medical 
facilities, temporary housing, VHA rates, 
child-youth services, chaplain's 
programs, recreation, and pet services. 
For further information, or to obtain a 
SITES guide for your next duty station, 
contact the Family Service Center at 
656-3060/3141. 
"The Largest Independent Providers of Financial 
Programs to the Professional Military Family 
~. Ri:tW 
Call (408) 649-8772 
Gary L. Knight 
Registered Representative/District Agent 
United Services Planning AssoClalton. Inc. (U5PA), Independ"nt Re~t'arch Agency lur Lift' In surdnce. Inc (IRA) 
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May: National Speech, 
Language, and Hearing Month 
Tired of How You Sound? 
Voice pathology can help 
By Connie Lynch, Ph.D. 
Research has demon-
stratedthat55%ofmeaning 
is carried in your body 
ia.nguage, 38% in your vocal 
quality (how you sound), 
and only 7% in the words 
you use. 
It doesn't matter so much WHAT you 
say as HOW you say it The listener is 
attending to the tone of your voice, the 
ups and downs of your vocal melody, 
your accent, and how your body moves 
as you talk. 
To evaluate your voice, record a 
conversation with your spouse, children, 
and/or a friend. Play it back, listening 
specifically to the image your voice 
projects. If you don't like how you 
sound, what can you do? 
A speech pathologist specializing in 
voice can help you determine what you 
don' t like about your voice and what 
you can do to change it Is it too high? 
Too low? Too sbrill and sharp sounding? 
Does it sound whiny with most of the air 
flowing into your nose? Is it rough, 
hoarse, or weak? Does your run out of 
power after speaking fora few minutes? 
Is your accent too heavy? Do people 
frequentl y ask you to repeat? Does your 
voice sound age or sex inappropriate? 
These are some of the questions a 
specialist can help you answer. Voice 
and accent work involves four areas: 
1. Prosody - This is the ''melody'' of 
your speech, the rising and falling of 
your vocal pitch and loudness. It also 
includes the rate at which you speak:. 
You learn this in the fIrst year your life. 
It's your accent. Accents can be 
reduced or acquired by working with 
the way you change pitch, intensity, and 
rate. 
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2. Voice - Voice quality is the way you 
sound. All voice qualities(resonant, 
strident, whiny, hypernasal, gravelly, 
harsh, soft) are caused by something 
that is happening to your vocal anatomy. 
For example, hoarse voices are 
generally caused by abuse behaviors 
such as excessive throat clearing, 
coughing, yelling or too much muscular 
tension in the throat. A hoarse voice 
may be indicative of a oval pathology 
such as a nodule or polyp on the vocal 
folds. Whiny voices are usually caused 
by high back tongue positions and 
allowing too much air into the nasal 
passages. If you don't like how your 
voice sounds, a speech pathologist can 
help you determine what you're doing 
to cause it and how to change to a more 
desirable voice. 
3. Tongue Positioning - How you 
carry your tongue will determine much 
of your voice quality and will contribute 
to your accent. If you learn a second 
language, tongue poSitioning training 
may be necessary to teach you new 
phonemes (sounds). Tongue positioning 
and movement have much to do with 
dialects. southern dialects, for example, 
carry the tongue in a higher overall 
position than do Nondialectical Standard 
English(radio voice).The result- a 
twang. Southern dialects also move the 
tongue through prolonged vowels rather 
than holding a steady state position. The 
result- a drawl. 
4. Body Language - Gestures convey 
an unmistakable visual image of what 
you mean when you speak words. 
Gestures can be regionally and culturally 
specific. Using colloquial gestures in a 
traffIc jam in New York will not have 
the same effect as it would in Salt Lake 
City. Successful communicators often 
unconsciously "mirror" the gestural 
system of their partners, decreasing the 
emotional distance between them and 
increasing the positive flow of 
information. An awareness of your own 
gestural system will help you to 
understand what your listener "hears". 
Take a moment to evaluate what you 
say with your voice and body in your 
nextconversation. 
Most miscommunications occur when 
one or both parties do not realize what 
their voice and body language are saying. 
Improved communication begins with 
'awareness.' To locate a certified/ 
licensed Speech Pathologistin you area, 
call ASHA consumer hotline: 1-800-
638-8255 (1 :800 638-TALK). 
Dr. Lynch received her doctoral degree 
from the University of Minnesota and 
has taught courses in Voice and Speech 
Science at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara. She is currently in 
Monterey accompanying her husband 
who attends the Naval Postgraduate 
School. 
NPS Student Pumps Up 
to Win 
Armed Forces Bodybuilding 
By Lt. Cynthia Womble, USN 
Formanyofficers reporting 
to the Naval Postgraduate 
School, this duty station 
represents more than just an 
opportunity to earn a Master' s 
degree. For some, this tour 
represents some welcome 
"down" time to be spent 
rekindling old hobbies, 
starting new ones, or just 
spending time with their loved 
ones. Some have even set a 
goal of running in a marathon 
(like the Big Sur) while 
assigned here since they feel 
they will probably never get 
the chance again. 
Seeing John in his 
NPS coat and tie 
"uniform ", one 
wouldfind it hard to 





almost 10 years 
from the first time 
he competed, was 
as the oldest (31 
years old) com-
petitor in the field. 
hard to believe that an 
"Incredible Hulk" lurks 
within. Itdidn'tcomeeasy 
and it didn't happen 
overnight. A 1984 
graduate of West Point, 
Salvetti has been active 
in body building since a 
knee injury "terminated" 
his college football career. 
Reporting to the Naval 
Postgraduate School in 
thefallof1992,hejumped 
at the chance to reenter 
competition when he 
learned the 1994 Armed 
Forces Championship 
would be held in San 
However, for Captain John Diego this year. 
L. Salvetti, United States During his career as 
Army, a student in the an Armor Officer in the 
Operations Analysis Army, he has earned 
curriculum, NPS represen- several honors in body-
ted a once in a lifetime chance, building. 





year earn; 0 compe e an athlete. 5 I . 
. th ·litary' buDding champion, strikes a winning pose. PbolobyGe«geZacbary • 
agamst e nu s football player at West Pomt, 
best in the 1994 Armed Forces Seeing John in his NPS coat and tie it was a football injury to his knee 
Bodybuilding Championships ... and to "uniform" and hearing him discuss the requiring extensive physical therapy 
win. That's right, win. Not place, not ins and outs of stochastic processes and 




Volunteer position beginning immediately and lasting through September 1994 and taking over as Editor 
October '94 to March 95. Requires past experience in writing, editing, and/or journalism. Position involves asSisting 
with the publication of The Classmate. This is a fun job for an enthusiastic, creative individual. For more information 
call Sheri Byrd at 899-8867. 
Circulation Manager 
Volunteer position beginning immediately and lasting indefmitely. Requires no past experience. Responsibilities 
involve distribution of The Classmate magazine one day per month. Includes arranging groups to help distribute to 
Student Guardmail Boxes, and various offices in Herrmann Hall. This is a great opportunity to get involved without 
giving up much time. (Approximately 3 hours, one day per month.) For more information call Sheri Byrd at 899-8867. 
Writers 
Volunteer position beginning next month or any month you choose! The meetings are held on Thursday night, 
7:30 p.m., once a month at the editor's home. No experience necessary, just the desire to write and to share ideas with 
other writers. 
Welcome To San Diego 
OUR NAVY FAMILY KNOWS YOUR FAMILY'S NEEDS 
LET'S WORK TOGETHER TO FIND THE RIGHT HOME FOR YOU 
8 Classmate 
We Will Repay $300 Of Your Closing Costs 
VA and FHA Specialists 
Just Call A Nesbitt 
Harry (CDR, Ret.) , Patty or Jan 
(800) 762-5599 
~" McMillin Realty 
S ecialists in Resales New Homes & Rentals 
A Tribute to Mothers 
By Amy K. Converse 
Mother's Day is a special day to 
celebrate because it means something 
different to all of us. Living 3 ,000 miles 
from my mother, who is one of my 
closest friends, is always difficult. But 
the week before Mother's Day is the 
worst: I race around town searching for 
the perfect card, scramble from store to 
store deciding whether to send a gift or 
flowers and the rest of the time I am 
wondering what I can do differently to 
show how much I love her. Each year I 
think of all the wonderful things she did 
forme while I was growing up and none 
of the cards, flowers, or gifts come 
close to showing her how thankful I am 
for having her as my mom. Of course 
she knows how much I care for her ... 
just ask Pacific Bell and they will 
agree. 
My mom has the patience of a saint 
because she never tires of my frequent 
calls for the same recipe just as she 
never complained about reading the 
same book every night as a child (she 
still remembers the title)! 
She came to every swim 
meet from the time I could 
barely make it across the 
pool to the time I was 
winning the races. I am 
sure there were a million 
other things she could 
have been doing rather 
than spending two nights 
a week getting splashed 
while waiting patiently for 
my events so she could 
scream and cheer for me 
(which I always claimed 
to hear) . 
Yes, there are many 
memories I could share 
with you but I am sure 
you have plenty of your own that you 
will be recalling this May 8th as you 
send the perfect gift to remind your 
mother how wonderful it was, and still 
is, to have heras your mom. 
In the meantime, I am going to 
continue to turn to my mother for love 
and guidance because this year my 
husband and I are expecting our fIrst 
child and I want to pass on the special 
childhood memories I treasure. 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
A practice philosophy of conservative, 
quality, restorative and cosmetic dentistry 
CAPTAIN Linkenbach was formerly the Director of the 
Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass Street • Suite C-l 
372-8011 
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Be sure to mark your calendars 
for this fun, social event! The 
International Tea is coming up on 
May 13 from 3pm to 5 pm. 
The tea will be held at Quarters A, 
the home of Admiral and Mrs. 
Thomas Mercer. 
All international sponsors, 
spouses of international sponsors, 
spouses of international and 
American staff, and students are 
invited. Come help us honor the 
international spouses! 
Contact Gannon Carr, 648-1405, 
for more information. 
Spring Craft Bazaar 
The Officer Students' Spouses' 
Club (OSSC) is sponsoring a 
Spring Craft Bazaar to be held 
Saturday May 21, 1994 from 10 
a.m. to 3 p.m. 
The Bazaar will be held outdoors 
along the Root Hall Breezeway. 
Applications are now being 
accepted. For more information 
please call Laurie Zinni at 646-
1336 or Karla Bakos at 647-8410. 
Bargain Fair 
The Bargain Fair will be held 
Saturday, June 4, (June 5 - rain 
date) from 10 am. to 1 pm at 
LamesaElementary School. If you 
need a booth, get an application in 
the Pink Flyer, atLaMesaMiniMart 
or Family Service Center. Booth 
Fee: $7 for OSSC members, $12 
for nonmembers . Turn in 
application to Maureen Olsen, SGC 
1625, Call 647-9157 for more 
Concert on the Lawn 
The Monterey Bay Symphony 
presents a free Concert on the 
Lawn at Herrmann Hall, Monday, 
May 30 for Memorial Day. 
Rehearsal begins at lOam, the 
concert starts at 2pm. 
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Dentistry for Infants, 
Children & Teenagers 
MEMBERS: 
I.) - AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION 
- AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
PEDIATRIC DENTISTS 




J. Mark Bayless, John Faia III 
D.M.D. D.D.S. 
333 EI Dorado 
Monterey • 375-4892 
We specialize in the dental 
care of young people from 
birth to age 18 
m'E rr..L. C. COg{g{'ECTIOg{ 
BREASTFEEDING SPECIALIST 
V Private Lactation Consultations 
V fJ3reast pump sales and rental 
V fJ3reast!eeding accessories 
V 'Educational workshops 
Gail Root B.S., LB.C.L.C. 
Vicki Sinnhuber B.S.N., P.N.P. 
444 Pearl St., Suite A-6 
Monterey, Ca. 93940 
''If you are looking for a dentist who will listen to you, discuss 
your treatment options, provide treatment alternatives for 
anxious patients, and who loves to treat children, give me a call." 




These are a few of the attributes that have made Dr. 
Holm the choice of so many on the Centr~ Coast. 
You will appreciate the ~rson~ attention he ~ves 
to your total dent~ health and appearance. 
• Dental Wellness for all ages . children welcome! 
• Member, American Dental AssJciation. 
This office utilizes ADA Infection Control Guidelines 
All Hand Pieces Individually Sterilized 
• Beautiful and naturallOOling aowns and bridges 
, • The latest bonding, bleaching, veneers 
• Most ill9lrance plans acceptro, including DDHDELTA 
• Evening appointments available 
• Payml'Jlt plans, Mastercard, Visa, Discover acceptro 
• Se habla E!>llaii~ 
Call today for an appointment 
384·2562 
3154 DeForest Road, Suite B. Marina 
Eagle's Eye Gallery 
Seeks NPS Talent 
By Susan Everingham 
Eagle's Eye Gallery 
started in 1972 and 
was located on the 5th 
floor, east annex of 
Herrmann Hall. It 
was said they had a 
fantastic view of the 
surrounding area of 
the Naval Post-
graduate School, 
hence the name 
"Eagle's Eye" . 
artist is Claude 
Peterson. She favors 
watercolors and 
pastels. 1 have some 
beautiful hand-
painted notecards of 
Herrmann Hall and 
plan to frame one of 
them for myself. 
Please do not think 
you are you are not 
good enough to be a 
member! There must 
be lot of hidden talent 
out there. One of the 
gallery's members is 
a retired naval officer 
and his paintings are 
of ships, subs, and 
planes that were in use 
when he was serving. 
1 am in love with a 
still-life floral 
arrangement of irises 
by ~ona Faser. 1 
hope one of my 
readers will take the 
hint and purchase it 
for an over worked, 
under paid navy 
spousette! Right now 
there are six active 
members and they 
need help to carry on 
The gallery's 
members are 
comprised of retired 
military and their 
spouses and is in need 
of new talent All you 
need to qualify to be 
a member is artistic 
talent and valid 
military I.O. card. 
According to long-
standing member 
Ramona Faser, even 
if you think you are 
not talented enough 
you may surprise 
yourself. Faser had a 
friend who wanted to 
paint. After months 
of encouraging her, 
Faser persuaded her 
to accompany her on 
a painting trip to the 
ocean view and 
practice her budding 
their love of show-
~::rL~~~~~~~~::~:rl;.;~~r.;n:~~;---.JingandpMntingtheir 
talent That woman Ar&t of the Month. Photo by Sally Howard 
now owns two 
galleries and is an accomplished artist. 
(I hope to be the next Monet but 1 am 
pretty sure my talents lie elsewhere.) 
Now located in the basement of 
Herrmann Hall, Eagle's Eye is a treat 
to visit. You may purchase hand -
painted landscapes, seascapes, local 
sites, and of course lovely portrayals of 
Herrmann Hall for the graduate to 
complete hislher "I love me" wall. 
What a nice remembrance of your stay 
atN.P.S.! 
The gallery artists matt and frame all 
their own art work and every month 
new selections are added. They feature 
an "artist of the month" and May's 
artwork. 
Eagle's Eye offers 
gift certificates which make a nice gift 
for a special friend. The gallery changes 
its display the last Friday of the month. 
The hours of operation are Tuesday 
through Friday, 11 :30 to 3:00pm. Look 
for future articles on the artist of the 
month and also upcoming special 
events the gallery will be baving. 
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Nutrition Quiz 
Test your ability to separate nutrition facts from fallacies 
By Guna Hebbar 
1. Peanut butter is high in cholesterol. 
a. True b. False 
2. Saturated fat in our diet is the 
greatest contributor to the development 
of both heart disease and cancer. 
a. True b. False 
15. Diets which include foods rich in 
Betacarotene, vitamin C, and vitamin E 
may reduce the certain cancers, heart 
disease and other degenerative diseases. 
a. True b. False 
16. Eating foods rich in fiber may 
3. The best way to use diet to lower 
high blood cholesterol level is to follow 
a low cholesterol diet 
~l~~~~~~~~ reduce the risk of certain types of cancer, heart disease, diabetes. a. True b. False 
a. True b. False 
4. Olive oil and Canola oil are high in 
monounsaturated fats. 
a. True b. False 
5. B utter has more calories than 
margarine. 
a.True b. False 
6. A desirable blood cholesterol level 
for adults is > 200 mg/dl. 
a. True b. False 
7. Ounce for ounce, meat, poultry, and 
most cheeses have about the same 
amount of cholesterol. 
a. True b. False 
8. Beef is bad for you. 
a. True b. False 
9. Eggs should be avoided. 
a. True b. False 
ROBERT A. AUGER, D.D.S. 
10. Active people need more protein to 
improve their ability to exercise. 
a. True b. False 
11. Large doses of vitamin C help 
prevent colds. 
a. True b.False 
12. You need as much calcium in your 
diet as an adult as you did when you 
were a child. 
a.True b. False 
13. Vitamins are good source of energy 
and it is necessary to use vitamin and 
mineral supplements to maintain your 
nutritional health. 
a. True b.False 
14.Natural vitamin pills arenutrionally 
superior to synthetic pills. 
a. True b. False 
~d 
GERALD A TARSITANO, D.D.S., M.S. ~ TIM A. AUGER, D.M.D. 
OrthodontiCS Exclusively - Children & Adults 
335 EI Dorado Street 26365 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 529 Central Avenue 
Monterey, CA 93940 Carmel, CA 93923 Pacific Grove, CA 93950 (408) 373-3765 (408) 624-7244 (408) 372-1566 
Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics 
L--. 
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17. Starch is fattening. 
a. True b. False 
18. Whole - grain bread is made with 
enriched flour. 
a. True b. False 
19. Tap water may actually be "purer" 
than bottled water. 
a. True b. False 
20. Organic food is completely free of 
pesticides and more nutritious. 
a. True b. False 
Answers: 1. False. Peanut butter is 
very high in fat, but it does not contain 
cholesterol and saturated fats. 
Cholesterol is found only in animal 
products. Animal fats such as butter, 
lard and the fat in meat, whole-milk 
products contian cholesterol and 
saturated fats. Plant products such as 
coconut oil and palm oil, tend to be 
high in saturated fats. Saturated fats 
help the body make cholesterol. 
2. True. Studies show that saturated 
fats are the ones that raise our serum 
cholesterol levels more than anything 
else you eat - even more than dietary 
cholesterol. 
3.False. The best way tolowerelevated 
blood cholesterol is to eat less saturated 
fat and eat more dietary fiber. 
(continued on page 26) 
NPS Gymnasium 656-3118 
Monday - Friday 6:30am - 9pm 
Weekends & Holidays 8am - 6pm 
Activities include: Nautilus, 
stairmasters, basketball court, saunas 
& equipment rental. 
Golf News 656-2167 
Monday - Friday 7am -7pm 
Saturdays, Sundays 
& Holidays 6:30am -7pm 
Driving Range closed at 6:30pm 
The professional teaching staff of 
the Navy Golf Course encourages 
you to take golf lessons so as to 
heighten your fun and skill at the 
game. Please take advantage of the 
low lesson rates and sign up right 
Fun Feeling Fit 649-2398 
Starting April 4th, we are adding 
Tuesday and Thursday to our schedule, 
so you can have Fun Feeling Fit five 
days a week! (M-T-W-Th-F: 5-6pm) 
Classes are held at the NPS multi-
purpose room (next to the Gym). For 
more information call Jenean Bingham 
649-2398. 
NPS.Tae Kwon Do Club 
The Naval Postgraduate School Tae 
Kwon Do Club is for NPS students, 
faculty and family members. Classes 
are offered for adults and children, 
beginning to advanced .. 
The fee is $35 per month for adult 
classes. The fee· is $15 per month for 
children's classes. Family rates are 
available. Uniforms must be worn for 
all classes. 
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Test your ability to separate nutrition facts from fallacies 
By Guna Hebbar 
1. Peanut butter is high in cholesterol. 
a. True b. False 
2. Saturated fat in our diet is the 
greatest contributor to the development 
of both heart disease and cancer. 
a. True b. False 
3. The best way to use diet to lower 
high blood cholesterol level is to follow 
a low cholesterol diet. 
a. True b. False 
4. Olive oil and Canola oil are high in 
monounsaturated fats . 
a. True b. False 
5. Butter has more calories than 
margarine. 
a.True b. False 
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15. Diets which include foods rich in 
Betacarotene, vitamin C, and vitamin E 
may reduce the certain cancers, heart 
disease and other degenerative diseases. 
a. True b. False 
16. Eating foods rich in fiber may 
:~~~~~~~~ reduce the risk of certain types of cancer, heart disease, diabetes. a. True b. False 
17. Starch is fattening. 
10. Active people need more protein to 
improve their ability to exercise. 
a. True b. False 
a. True b. False 18. Whole - grain bread is made with 
enriched flour. 
11. Large doses of vitamin C help 
prevent colds. 
a. True b. False 
a. True b.False 19. Tap water may actually be "purer" 
than bottled water. 
MULTIPLY TIMES EVERY $1000 OF LOAN AMOUNT 
TO DETERMINE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 
AMORTIZED LOAN PAYMENT. 
Int ..... t 15 20 30 
Rate Y • .,. Y.ar. Y • .,. 
6.75 8.85 7.60 6.49 
7.00 8.i9 7.75 6.65 
7.25 i.13 7.iO 6.82 
7.50 i.28 8.06 6.ii 
-
7.75 i.42 8.21 7.16 
- 8.00 i.56 8.36 7.34 
-
8.25 i.71 8.52 7.51 
8.50 SU5 8.68 7 .• 
- 8.75 10.00 8.84 7.87 
-
i.OO 10.15 8.ii 8.05 
i.25 10.30 8.16 8.23 
- 8.50 10.45 i.32 8.41 
-
8.75 10.60 i.48 8.5i 
-
10.00 10.75 SU5 8.78 
- 10.25 10.iO 8.82 8.H 
-
10.50 11.06 i.n 8.15 
- 10.75 11.21 10.15 8.34 
- 11.00 11.37 10.32 8.52 
-
11.25 11.53 10.48 8.71 
-
11.50 11 .• 10.66 8.iO 
11.75 11.85 10.84 10.08 
- 12.00 12.01 
-
11.01 10.211 
12.25 12.17 11.18 10.48 
- 12.50 12.33 11.36 10.67 
12.75 12.4i 11.54 10.87 
13.00 12.68 11.72 11.06 
13.25 12.82 11.8i 11.26 
FOR ADDITIONAL REAL ESTATE INFORMATION CALL: 
800-458-5357 800-468-7340 
ASK FOR LN)A FOX.JARVIS ASK FOR BARBARA ADAMS 
ness 
NPS Gymnasium 656-3118 
Monday - Friday 6:30am - 9pm 
Weekends & Holidays Sam - 6pm 
Activities include: Nautilus, 
stairmasters, basketball court, saunas 
& equipment rental. 
Golf News 656-2167 
Monday - Friday 7am -7pm 
Saturdays, Sundays 
& Holidays 6:30am -7pm 
Driving Range closed at 6:30pm 
The professional teaching staff of 
the Navy Golf Course encourages 
you to take golf lessons so as to 
heighten your fun and skill at the 
game. Please take advantage of the 
low lesson rates and sign up right 
away! Call 656-2167 for appointments 
and information. 
Fun Feeling Fit 649-2398 
Starting April 4th, we are adding 
Tuesday and Thursday to our schedule, 
so you can have Fun Feeling Fit five 
days a week! (M-T-W-Th-F: 5-6pm) 
Classes are held at the NPS multi-
purpose room (next to the Gym). For 
more information call Jenean Bingham 
649-239S. 
NPS. Tae Kwon Do Club 
The Naval Postgraduate School Tae 
Kwon Do Club is for NPS students, 
faculty and family members. Classes 
are offered for adults and children, 
beginning to advanced. ' 
The fee is $35 per month for adult 
classes. The fee is $15 per month for 
children's classes. Family rates are 
available. Uniforms must be worn for 
all classes. 
For additional information, contact 
Dave or Caryn Dampier at 649-4559, or 
Chris Shefflette at 883-4S04. 
1 .. ()C~ll'I'IN (; ? 
D.(~. -- NOll'rUEllN VIll(.INIA 
Call foil Free 1 .. 0 .. 851 .. 5917 
FlEE mOCAfiON PACKAtE!! 
We provide award .. wittt'littg ittfo Ott 
bUVItt' retttitt, fittattcitt' schools. 
tteighborhoods. 8- tMuch tMore! 
THE F1RST NAME IN MIUTARY INC. 
RELOCAT10NS STARTS WITH US! 
54DD Shawnee 
Jane Bayer 
1993 NVAR Tap Producer 
Military RelocatIons Expert 
lav,,,,n,,'rl;,, VA 22312 
LOIS ELLEN LAGIER, D.D.S. 
CYNTIllA TIECHNER, D.D.S. 
Delta Dental Benefit Plan 
550 Camino El Estero 
Monterey 
649-4149 
DYES! I'I! be PCS'mg to your area 
m -the ttear future. Please set'ld 
'Me -the USRA free relocation 
mfortMatiQtl. 
State: ____ Z1p: _____ _ 
~~----------------------
htlk: _____ YrslService: __ 
Projected PIrty 
Projected MovitIQ Pate: _____ _ 
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On the Road 
In Baja 
Text and photos by Tracey Vaughan 
As we crossed the bordernearTijuana, 
we knew we were in fora true adventure 
as we headed out on nearly 1000 miles 
ofopenroadbetweentheMexican/U.S. 
border and the end of the BajaPeninsula. 
We'd planned our trip carefully, read all 
the books, purchased our insurance and 
made sure we had all the proper papers 
- we felt like true explorers and fancied 
ourselves quite the seasoned travelers 
by the time we got home 10 days later. 
If you're thinking about something a 
bit different this year for your vacation, 
consider a driving trip down the Baja 
California, Mexico Peninsula Summer 
is the "off-season," tourist-wise in 
Mexico, so you'll face few crowds, good 
bargains and a trip to remember. 
Traveling in a foreign country offers a 
unique cultural experience for those who 
If you're thinking about 
something a bit different 
this year for your vacation, 
consider a driving trip down 
the Baja Californill, Mexico 
Peninsula. Summer is the 
"off-season," tourist-wise 
in Mexico, so you'll face 
few crowds, good bargains 
and a trip to remember. 
we were used to. 
Our goal was to drive the length of 
the Peninsula with Cabo San Lucas, 
"The Capes", at the southern tip of Baja 
our goal. Through our research, we 
learned that the pretty Cabo area offers 
the luxury hotels, restaurants and 
nightlife that many Americans enjoy 
about Mexico, and during the summer, 
incredible deals are available in the 
type of resorts most of us can never 
afford. Rather than make the short 
flight, we chose to drive, a decision we 
did not regret - although next time, 
we'll take more time to shorten our 
driving days and explore more of 
Baja's deserts, oases and peaceful blue 
bays along the Sea of Cortez. 
Undiscovered Beauty 
The Mexican state of Baja California 
has received too much bad press and 
not enough credit for its wealth of scenic 
and aesthetic pleasures - clear, warm 
turquoise waters; uncrowded white sand 
beaches, starkly beautiful desert vistas, 
friendly residents and succulent seafood. 
The most important misconception to 
banish - Baja is not just Tijuana. It is 
can open their 
minds, loosen their 
perceptions and 




was not really a 
problem The 
hardest part of the 
trip was winding 
our way through 
the chaotic streets 
of Tijuana. But 
once on the open 
Transpeninsular 
Highway, also 
known as Mexico 
Highway 1, we felt 
we were driving to 
the end of the 
world, and 
certainly traveling 
in amuch different 
world than the one An oasis in the desert: San Ignacio, Baja. 
unfair to 
compare the 













a bit further 
along the coast 
to Ensenada, 






are taking to 
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the road. 
The coastal drive, first down the 
western Pacific side, provides incredible 
scenery that in some places makes Big 
Sur pale by comparison. The spit" of 
land that comprises Baja is separated 
from the Mexican mainland by the 
narrow Sea of Cortez, also known as 
the Gulf of California. The geography 
is rocky and arid, a true desert, but its 
unique environment makes it home to 
hundreds of species of plants and 
wildlife found no where else in the 
world. Towering cardon cacti reaching 
as high as 60 feet 
poke up out of 











High way 1, 









cess. Make sure 
your vehicle is 
in good con-
dition and can 
withstand fr-
equent jostling. 
Driving at night 
is extremely 
dangerous- if 
you stall out or 
hit an animal, 
assistance to stranded motorists. 
Advance planning is the key to insur 
in a good trip, while keeping yourself 
open to possibilities along the way. We 
purchased several good guide books 
and used them religiously when making 
accommodations and choosing 
restaurants. Along the coast, small towns 
are abundant, but as you drive further 
south and turn inland toward the eastern 
coast-line, the land becomes quite 
solitary, with few towns and even fewer 
accommodations offered. The mid-way 
had few amenities but was reason- ably 
clean and offered hot showers. The best 
part of this place was its adjoining 
restaurant, Malarrimo, known as the 
best restaurant in town, and it was great 
not expensive or fancy, but with luscious 
simply prepared seafood sea bass and 
halibut are specialities. We got a room 
and dinner for two for about $40, a 
bargain compared to U.S. prices. 
Exploring 
The crossing over the Peninsula can be 
hot, dry & dusty, but occasional oases, 
there is no "side:' Author with a towering cardon cactus in the Baja desert. 
to pull over to, 10 
like San Ignacio, rise 
out of the desert like 
a mirage, sheltering 
small mission town 
lush with date palms 
and underground 
springs. Crossing the 
Baja sierras, adven-
turers in sturdy 
vehicles can take side 
trips to see hidden 
caves and prehistOric 
paintings. The most 
extensive cave 
paintings are found 




across flat deserts, 
from west to east 
coastline, snaking 
this way and that in 
between. The best 
way to explore is to 
spend a day or two in 
some of the more 
interesting towns- we 
rushed and wis~ we 
didn't have to, but 
Cabo was calling and 
time was running out 
The most enticing 
area we regretfully 
did not have the time 
to explore was the 
many cases just sheer drop off. While it 
may sound scary- and can be if you're 
not prepared- that' s partoftheadventure. 
If you do have car trouble, Baja has its 
own Good Samaritans, a government 
sponsored group called The Green 
Angels who patrol the length of the 
TranspeninsulaHighwayproviding free 
point down the Peninsula is Guerrero 
Negro, a barely-there town that is sleepy 
in' the summer and booming in the 
winter due to the fact that it borders 
Scammon's Lagoon on the pacific -one 
of the biggest whale calving sites on the 
West Coast. We stayed in Cananas Don 
Miguelito,asmall, trailer-like place that 
stretch of coastline 
beside the Sea of Cortez, between 
MulegeandLoreto. This area, while not 
developed, is known for its beautiful 
beaches, warm, crystal clear waters, 
and great spoctfishing. Small islands 
dotting the coastlines are popular 
camping sports for kayakers and 
(Continued on page 27) 
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Easter 
gstrava g anz.----a_! __ -----, 
~--------~~~------~ 
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Photos by Sally Howard 
The lawn of Hemnann Hall 
came to life April 3 with NPS 
families decked out in true 
Easterfmery. Mr. & Mrs. Easter 
Bunny (Jeff Whelan and Susan 
Everingham - both NPS 
spouses) were on hand greet 
everyone and hide hundreds of 
eggs, which the children happily 
hunted. 
NPS Student Volunteers 
Launch Young Astronauts 
By Susan Schmidt Hands on Learning 
"I have a blast up there. It feels good 
when they (the 
it turn left or right and why. ''They 
make observations, record data, and 
kids) get excited 
about the activit-
ies and learn." 




year's program is 
obvious and gen-
uine. "In October 
we did a lesson to 
coincide with the 
Hubble mission. 
Naval Postgraduate School 
students, mostly/rom theAerol 
Astro curriculum, have 
volunteered their time, 
knowledge, and creativity to 
running the Young Astronauts 














It's hands on, 
real world 
If you stroll by Room 19 at La Mesa 
Elementary School afterschool some 
Tuesday, you may wonder what exactly 
is going on in there. You would hear 4th 
and 5th graders talking enthusiastically 
about things like Bernoulli's Principle 
or how to create drag with a glider. You 
would also hear some laughter and 
maybe a 'pop', 'bang', or sizzle', all 
depending upon which experiment Lt. 
Jean Pierre Bolat, Aero/ Astro 
Curriculum student at NPS, is 
demonstrating that afternoon. So, what 
is going on in Room 19? Every Tuesday 
afterschool a group of 4th and 5th 
graders meet for the Young Astronauts 
program. This program, which is taught 
by volunteers from the Naval 
Postgraduate School, is for any 4th or 
5th grade student interested in learning 
They built little Hubble telescopes that 
were very exact replicas. While building 
them we cut out articles from the paper 
to read about it." Bolat took over the 
program last June from Lt. Ben Roper 
who had taught the program for two 
Both Bolat and Murray believe the 
program at La Mesa is parti-cularly 
unique in that it is able to use the 
invaluable resources from the Naval 
Postgraduate School. The volunteer 
RELOCATING? 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA - MARYLAND 
NORFOLK-VIRGINIA BEACH 
or Anywhere in the USA 
LET THE 
LONG & FOSTER TEAM HELP 
(over 19 years of serving the NPG School) 
Fill out the mail back card and RECEIVE 
OUR FREE RELOCATIONPACKAGE 
and 
REAL ESTATE MARKET OUTLOOK FOR 1993 
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~~I THE WASHINGTON POSTI~~~ 
REAL ESTATE 
SATURDAY, JUNE 30, 1990 
Long & Foster Realtors, the largest real 
estate finn in the Washington Area, is ale 
of the top-ranked real estate finns in the 
coontry, according to the Consumer Re-
ports survey. 
Long & Foster, a 22-year-old firm 
wit" 173 offices from Baltimore to 
Nerfolk, scored a77 total on the overall 
le&-pointhome-seller satisfaction index, 
whicltmacle it the second-rated finn in 
the country, according to the surveyor 
72,000 Consumer Reports readers. 
Towing the list was Edina Realty, which 
operates in Minnesw and Wiscoosin and 
recei~ a 78 percent approval rating 
amoog Consumer Reports readers. Long 
& Foster edged out two OOler national 
flJlRs-Re/Max and Merrill Lynch Re-
a1ty, now known as Prudential Real Es-
tate Affiliates, both of which have offices 
in the Washington area. 
"We were thrilled," said P. Wesley 
Foster, Jr., president of Loog & Foster, 
who attributed the stroog ranking to good 
sales agents and an accanplished train-
ing department 
Several large national companies left 
readers more dissatisfied. Century 21 , the 
.t brokerage finn in the country, 
won a 69 percent approval rating, while 
68 percent ci the readers surveyed who 
had sold theirhornes in the past four years 
were pleased with the perfonnance ci 
ERA Real Estate. 
-Kirstin Downey 
NPS Student Volunteers 
Launch Young Astronauts 
By Susan Schmidt 
If you stroll by Room 19 at La Mesa 
Elementary School afterschool some 
Tuesday, you may wonder what exactly 
is going on in there. You would hear 4th 
and 5th graders talking enthusiastically 
about things like Bernoulli's Principle 
or how to create drag with a glider. You 
would also hear some laughter and 
maybe a 'pop', 'bang', or sizzle', all 
depending upon which experiment Lt. 
Jean Pierre Bolat, Aerol Astro 
. Curriculum student at NPS, is 
demonstrating that afternoon. So, what 
is going on inRoom 19? Every Tuesday 
afterschool a group of 4th and 5th 
graders meet for the Young Astronauts 
program. This program, which is taught 
by volunteers from the Naval 
Postgraduate School, is for any 4th or 
5th grade student interested in learning 
about space, science, and a little physics. 
What's going on is that these students 
are having a great time learning about 
space and technology through creative, 
hands-on activities. 
The Young Astronauts program is a 
national program formally launched and 
endorsed by President Reagan in 1984. 
This program was initiated to "use the 
excitement and challenge of space 
exploration and development to fuel 
elementary and junior high school 
student's interest in science, 
mathematics, and technology ... ". 
La Mesa Elementary School is a 
charter member of the Young 
Astronauts program. It became a 
member in 1984 through the efforts of 
Austin Boyd who was a student at the 
Naval Postgraduate School at that time. 
Since, then, Naval Postgraduate School 
students, mostly from the Aero/ Astro 
curriculum, have volunteered their time, 
knowledge, and creativity to running 
the Young Astronauts Program for the 
past ten years. La Mesa School is 
currently the only school in the 
Monterey Peninsula Unified SChool 
district to offer this program. 
Hands on Learning 
"I have a blast up there. It feels good 
when they (the 
it tum left or right and why. ''They 
make observations, record data. and 
interpret it," 
kids) get excited 
about the activit-
ies and learn." 




year's program is 
obvious and gen-
uine. "In October 
we did a lesson to 
coincide with the 
Naval Postgraduate School 
students, mostly from theAerol 
Astro curriculum, have 
volunteered their time, 
knowledge, and creativity to 
running the Young Astronauts 












It's hands on, 
Hubble mission. 
They built little Hubble telescopes that 
were very exact replicas. While building 
them we cut out articles from the paper 
to read about it." Bolat took over the 
program last June from Lt. Ben Roper 
who had taught the program for two 
years. Bolat has been joined by LtJohn 
Murray this past January . They alternate 
teaching but sometimes team-teach 
more involved lessons such as their 
projecton gliders. The La Mesa students 
made gliders and learned the actual 
control surfaces of the aircraft. They 
learned the technology of how to make 
real world 
type knowledge." 
Both Bolat and Murray believe the 
program at La Mesa is parti-cularly 
unique in that it is able to use the 
invaluable resources from the Naval 
Postgraduate School. The volunteer 
students from NPS who have taught 
the program for the past ten years have 
brought to the program not only their 
academics from the Aero/ Astro 
curriculum but also their own rich, 
profeSSional backgrounds in the 
field.Bolat and Murray believe their 
(Continued on page 28) 
Lt. Jean-Pierre Bolat (NPS, space systems engineering), explains trajectory 
used in moon landings to La Mesa Young Astronauts.PbotobySaUyHowanl 
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• Cosmetic Dentistry 
• Bonding 
• Implants 
Joan Wright Howard. DDS 
Joseph S. Howard. DDS. Inc. 
• Crown & Bridge 
• Teeth Lightening 
• Prevention 
85 Via Robles 








Daily 9-6 p .m. 
Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 




FINE AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PASTRY SPECIALTIES 
WEDDING AND PAIQY CAKES • FULl. UNE 01" I3HEAKFAST ITEMS 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
375-4222 
900 Del Monte Shopping Center· 1st right next to Lucky's 
GENERAL DENTISTRY 
Philip Breuleux, D.D.S. 
Donald Burnett, D.D.S. 
Mic Falkel, D.D.S. 
Walter Kitagawa, D.D.S. 
Kevin Landon, D.D.S. 
Albert Grosnick, D.D.S. 
I 
--
Members: California Dental Association, American Dental Association 
& Monterey Bay Dental Society 
MILITARY DEPENDENT DENTAL PLAN 
Monterey Peninsula Dental Building 




Teen Talk/Crisis Line 
The Teen Talk Line of Monterey and 
Salinas is now taking calls, seven 
nights a week. Express yourself. 
Confidential and anonymous, bilingual 
volunteers availabe. Monterey area 
646-1616. Salinas 754-1616.Sunday-
Thursday 5pm - 9pm. 
Drop - In Child Care 
Home care, flexible scheduling, 
maximum one provider to six children, 
safe environment, certified providers. 
La Mesa, Linda Peeler 656-2821. Ft. 
Ord, Lynn Quist 242-3624. 
Preschool Dance & Gym 
Preschoolers ages 2 - 5 learn the 
basics in three different classes teaching 
gymnastics, ballet and tap while also 
teaching colors, shapes, numbers and 
songs. Friday mornings, times vary, 
NPS multi-purpose room, $22 or $30 
per month. First class free. Class size 
limited. Call Colleen Cavalieri, 644-
0909 for details. 
Vacation Bible School 
• July 18 - July 22, 9am - 12pm 
• La Mesa Elementary School 
• Laurie Capen, 655-9702 for 
more information 
• Volunteers still needed 
La Mesa Elementary School will 
become SonCountry Farm for 
kindergartners to fifth graders, 
featuring life-related bible study, lively 
country songs, skits, crafts, games and 
snacks. 
Babysitting Co-op 
No parent enjoys the "trial and error" 
approach to finding a dependable 
teenager or ,a responsive daycare 
provider. So turn to the Babysitting 
Co-op instead! When you join this 
group of La Mesa parents you will 
open yourself to a pool of experienced, 
reliable sitters for occasional day or 
evening needs. In tum, you agree to 
baby-sit, at your convenience, for other 
NPS parents who likewise want to be 
sure their kids are in able hands. Call 




By Lt. Col. David A. Gaitros 
This article incorporates the 
prices of CD-ROM drives and 
sound cards (multimedia kits) 
as of April 1, 1994. With the 
announcement of triple and 
quadruple speed CD-ROM 
drives, prices of single and 
double speed devices fluctuate 
much like stock prices but always 
down. Add this to the flood of 
CD titles that have hit the stores 
and you have a bullish buyers 
market for this new technology 
(or is it bearish). 
It goes without saying that the 
best prices will almost always 
be found in mail order 
warehouses which are found in 
all of the popular PC magazines and 
computer shoppers. The only way you 
can possibly take advantage of the prices 
that mail order items offer is to have the 
ability to install them or know someone 
who does. 
Before we get started on the prices 
you can expect to pay I would like to 
offer some advice: (1) The new triple 
and quadruple speed CD drives are still 
commanding top dollar. Prices range 
from $350 to $800 for the top of the line 
models (CD drive only). Forthehobbyist 
or home entertainment user I would 
hold off on purchasing these high - end 
models. Thebetter double speed models 
will still provide many years of service 
for a much lower cost. (2) Make sure 
your double speed CD drives have at 
least a 300 MS (milliseconds ) access 
time or less, 300K transfer rate or faster, 
and 64K or larger buffer. (3) The sound 
card should be 16 bit, compatible with 
Soundblaster, AD Lib and Microsoft 
Windows. (4) Buy the whole thing (CD, 
Soundcard, speakers, cables, CD titles) 
as a multimedia upgrade kit thereby 
avoiding the problems of compatibility, 
missing cables, and poor integration 
manuals. 
Before you buy a multimedia upgrade 
kit you need at least one empty slot in-
side you computer, an empty drive bay, 
free power connectors and pretty 
healthy bit of hard disk space. All of the 
games and applications that I have 
installed on my home system take up 
space on my hard drive for start-up 
software and other flIes. Keep in mind 
that most of the multimedia kits come 
with sound cards that have SCSI 
interface in them. This could cause 
problems if you computer already has 
such an interface used with your hard 
drive. 
The April 1994 issue of Computer 
Shopper has a very nice article by 
Steven C.M. Chen on Multimedia 
upgrades for under $500. The prices 
ranged from $369 to just under $500. 
For these prices you get a double speed 
drive, 16 bit sound card, speakers, 
interface software, cables, 1 year 
warranty and any number of CD titles. 
The higher priced packages come with 
microphones, earphones, better 
speakers, and popular CD titles. 
The lower priced packages 
generally have slower speeds 
on the CD drives, off-brand 
sound cards, fewer options, and 
fewer or less popular CD titles. 
I wasn' t particularly pleased 
with the speed of the CD drives 
included with these bundles but 
faster double speed units will 
raise the prices $100 to $200 
dollars more. If$500 is the limit 
of your budget then it will be 
hard to beat these prices. Pricing 
the individual components failed 
to yield a better deal especially 
considering the retail costs of 
the bundled software. Bundled 
packages with faster double speed drives 
with actual Soundblaster or Pro Audio 
Spectrum 16 sound cards will cost close 
to $700 - $800. 
Don't let the quantity of bundled CD 
title sway you to one deal or the next. 
The game packs, animal shows, park 
software packages, magazines and other 
"showy" packages may add up to several 
hundreds of dollars individually but they 
don't usually turn out to be very useful. 
The speed of the CD, compatibility of 
the sound card and diversity of the sound 
software should drive your choice. The 
better bundled software will include a 
multimedia encyclopedia, medical 
guide, educational tools for young kids 
or popular games such as chess and 
some even come with popular software 
such as Microsoft Works. If you are not 
convinced that a multimedia upgrade is 
what you want just give me a call. 
We'll sit at my desk, takeoff inaP-51D 
Mustang listening to the growl of the 
engine and whine of the landing gear 
and fly from Oakland to Monterey and 
wave to the people below. It doesn' t get 




501 EI Dorado Ave . 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 373-1735 
"Highly Trained in Early Childhood Development" 
Part-Time or Full-Time .Year Round Program 
Ages: 2 - 6 yrs old 
Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p .m . 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
ORTHODONTICS 
26535 CARMEL RA NCHO BOUL EVA RD 
SUI TE 5C 
CARM EL, CA 93923 
(406) 624-4100 
61 VI A ROBLES 
MONTEREY, CA 93490 
(406) 373-0415 
Member, American Association of Orthodontists 
OCEAN VIEW 
VETERINARY HOSPITAL 
__ MEDICINE AND SURGERY 
r$1 
,y, ;" ~,f .... \ 
"I \oJ ~f'Ii " I (l. . ~~' • . ' ; '~" " FRANK H . KOCHER , DVM 
BEVERLY E. HILL, DVM 
6494111 
109 Central Ave nue 
Pacific Grove 
Now Hirin~ ... 
f elille • canine 
flilly equipped hospital 
exotics 
p,.el elltil;e medicine 
eme"gellcy sen; ice 
H O Ii I'S : .'foll .-F,.i. 8-5:30 
Til es. open IIntil 7 




VISA . MASTERCARD 
M.tERICA?V EXPRESS 
TEMPORARY. PERMANENT PLACEMENTS 
PART TIME or FULL TIME 
r:r Secretarial/Clerical 
r:r Admin A55i5t. 
r:r Word Proce55ing/Data Entry 
To Inquire: ( Call T ehanl 626-6601 
r:r Bookeeping/Accounting 
r::r Technical 







• 7pm - 9pm Tuesdays 
• La Mesa Community Center 
Aimed at building personal self-
esteem of all family members, 
enhancing communication skills, anger 
and stress management, conflict 
resolution, awareness of development 
stages, and opportunity for personal 
growth. 
Parenting: Early Childhood 
• 7pm - 9pm Thursdays 
• La Mesa Community Center 
Overview of development, 
fundamentals of discipline and 
nurturing, the parents' relationship, 
family wholeness and more. 
Transition Assistance 
• May 10 - 12, 8am - 4pm 




May 11, 6pm - 9pm 
Ingersoll Hall, Rm. 122 
Pre-Separation 
• May 13, 8am -11am 
• Glasgow Hall, Rm. 103 
Resume Writing 
• May 25, 6pm - 8pm 
• Glasgow Hall, Rm. 103 
COASTAL CUISINE 
CENTRAL TEXAN BBQ 
• 
• 
By Tracey Vaughan 
Thick, smoky slabs of brisket, meaty 
beef & pork ribs and spicy sausage are 
mainstays at Central Texan BBQ in 
Castroville-"avegetarian'snightmare", 
as one reviewer put it, but heaven for 
those who love good barbecue. 
This small, causal restaurant on the 
main drag of Castroville is a popular 
place, with patrons traveling from miles 
around to indulge in Don & JanetElkins' 
special Texas-stylebarbecuespecialties 
- "real" barbecue, as Don would tell 
you, that is, smoked nice and slow, and 
not smothered in sticky, sweet sauce, 
like some other barbecue styles. 
When you walk in the door, you smell 
the rich odor of slow cooked meat and 
immediately your mouth starts watering. 
On the wall the limited menu is posted, 
with ribs, beef brisket, chicken and 
sausage the main (and only) selections. 
Full meals are a bargain, with everything 
on the menu under $10. My favorite, the 
tender beef brisket, is $7.75; beef or 
pork ribs are priced the same. Chicken 
or sausage plates run $7.50. If you can't 
decide, get a variety of meats with the 
Trail Boss, priced at $9. All meals are 
served with salad bar, a bowl of slow-
cooked beans and bread. If you insist on 
sauce, a good one is available in bottles 
on the table to add as you please. 
Casusal as this restaurant is, 
it has its own protocol that's 
important to know if you want 
to look like one of the regulars. 
This place is usually crowded-
if you see a line coming out the 
door, don't worry. The 
restaurant is very small and 
there is no waiting area inside, 
but the line usually moves 
quickly. Upon entering, you'll 
be pointed to table -that's as 
much help as you'll get -so it's 
important to know the ropes. 
Grab a chair, help yourself to the salad 
bar and get your own beer or soda from 
the cooler. After you dish up your salad, 
go up to the front where Don (who looks 
like he could be Willie Nelson's twin 
brother) will dish you up whatever 
smoky delights you desire. Lethimknow 
what you want and he' ll figure out what 
he thinks you can eat. He'll mound that 
and more on your plate, practically 
daring you to eat it all. 
Kids love this place - sawdust on the 
floor and western & Texas memorabilia 
covering every square inch of wall 
space. Patrons take advantage of the 
eclectic decor to post their business 
cards here and there- you'll find them 
tucked into nooks & crannies throughout 
the room. Kids can also eat cheap - the 
"lil' Rustler" plate for kids under 11 is 
just $4. If you've got a big group of at 
least six, order the Texas Stampede, a 
variety of barbecue specialties with all 
the flXins' for $50. All the meats are 
also available by the pound for takeout. 
Central Texan BBQ has become so 
popularthatplans are underway to move 
to a larger location down the street No 
doubt, the same friendly, down-home 
feeling will move along with the great 
food. If you're looking for a friendly, 
casual place with great eats, be sure to 
check it out now or later in its 
newlocation - you'll probably find 
yourself returning again and again. 
Sail into Savings 
on the Smooth 
Seas 0/ Comfort 
with 
100% Cotton Diapers 




• Cost less than disposables 
• Save 20 full-grown trees 
• Keep 1 ton of solid waste 
out of our landfills 
More than one child in diapers? 




Raindrops keep falling on my head 
By Susan Schmidt 
Our favorite get-
away is Pfieffer 




nestled in among 
huge redwoods. 
State Park call: 667-
2315. 
Not to take all the 
credit but I can't help 
but to point out that the 
end to California's ten 
year drought with record 
rainfalls in 1993 
coincided exactly with 
our purchase of a new 
family tent. Despite this 
fact, the kids, meaning 
Mike, (my husband) 
were determined to try 
out our new tent the first 
three day week-end to 
come along. Driving 
down scenic highway 1 
to Big Sur Pfieffer L.oc1\,llC1 , son Capt. (USAF) and Mrs. Corey 
State park is a breath Byrd of NPS, sits in a cavernous redwood tree base 
• Big Basin Redwoods 
State park and 
Henry CoweD 
State Park are two taking experience. at Pfeiffer Big Sur. 
I know, I held mine 
the whole twenty-six miles. "Honey, 
trust me. Those clouds are just part of 
the scenic coast. They'll blowout long 
before we get to the park." Two hours 
and one down pour later we were well 
on our way to a successful camping 
week-end. At least we had the matching 
tent poles matching. 
Mike also promised, or should I say 
bribed. the kids with one of those 
special family moments around a 
roaring campfire roasting 
marshmallows. Getting wet logs to roar 
is no easy task. Now, not to say Mike 
isn't agreat outdoors man, it'sjusthe's 
kind of a Tim Allen of the woods. 
"Trust me honey . If lighter fluid works 
to jump start a fife, just watch what a 
little white gas from the camp stove 
willdo!"Hewasright,itwas something 
to see. And the kids and I did enjoy 
roasting our marshmallows over 
roaring fife while Mike, well, he was 
busy with the first aid kit. 
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However, this article is not just 
about our adventures in camping but 
also to let you know about the beautiful 
camping that is available within close 
proximity of Monterey. From Pfieffer 
State Park in Big Sur to Big Basin 
RedwoodS State Park just north of 
Santa Cruz, the opportunities for 
weekend camping are within an hour 
to an hour and half drive away. 
• Our favorite getaway is Pfieffer 
State Park in Big Sur. The well-
developed campsites are nestled in 
among huge redwoods. Add to that the 
relaxing gurgling sound of the Big Sur 
river running past your tent, that fairly 
well completes our idea of perfect 
camping. Its close proximity also lends 
itself well to our highly organized, pre-
planned Friday afternoon, "Let's 
getaway for the weekend we don't 
have any money where shall we go?" 
planning sessions. For more 
information about Pfieffer Big Sur 
parks located just 
north of Santa Cruz. They also have 
beautiful campgrounds in the Redwoods 
with miles of trails for biking and bik-
ing. These two parks are well developed 
with food service and visitor centers. 
The number to call for more information 
about Big Basin Redwoods is: 338-
6132. The number for Henry Cowell is: 
335-9145. 
• If you're looking for something 
more off the beaten path, then you may 
want to try Fremont Peak State park. 
Its elevation is at 3,169 feet and offers 
views · of San Benito Valley and 
Monterey Bay. It has primitive camping 
(no outlets for hairdryers), an 
equestrian camp, and an astr.onomical 
observatory. It's located about 11 
miles south of San Juan Bautista. Their 
phone number is: 623-4255. 
• If you have time, you may want to 
drive south to Lake SanAntonio. It is 
about a two hour drive south past Fort 
Hike of the Month: 
Pfeiffer Falls Trail 
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Pfeiffer Falls 
This 1.1 mile, 40 to 60 minute stroll along Pfeiffer-Redwood 
creek features some of the fmestredwood groves in the Big Sur 
region. The 6O-foot waterfall at the end of the trail is a scenic 
highlight. Many of the trail-side redwoods feature naturally 
hollowed-out bases children love to play in. The trail is very 
easy with minimal stairs and is suitable for a jogging or all-
terrain stroller. The park features many other trails, as well as 
a picnic area about one mile from this trailhead . 
(Map detail aruJ portions of text reprinted with permission 
from the Pfeiffer Big Sur rangers.) 
Sheri Byrd, Classmate 
editor, and son Zachary by 
Pfeiffer Falls. 
. ... : .. -·.0 
.. ~ 
Campin~ 
Liggett. San Antonio Lake is a huge 
man-made reservoir that provides 
swimming, fishing, and boating. The 
campgrounds along the lake are 
spacious and well-maintained. Our kids 
particularly enjoyed the deer that roam 
freely over the campgrounds. For more 
information about Lake San Antonio 
call: (408) 647-7600. 
• Short on camping equipment? 
Fort Ord Outdoor Recreation has 




campers. It may be a good option to 
try out some gear before you invest a 
couple hundred dollars in equipment 
only to discover the money would 
have been better spent on hotel 
reservations. Outdoor Rec. is open 
Mon. - Fri. from 10:30am - 6pm. The 
equipment is available only on a flISt 
come first served basis. Their phone 
number is 242-732213486. 
California State Park Information: 
(916) 653-6995 
Campground and RV reservations 
(916) 444-7275 
Hearst Castle and Ano Nuevo State 
Reserve and guided tours 
(916) 444-7275 
State Park Publications 
(916) 653-4000 
One more number you may want is 1-
800-WHERESMlKE? The number will 
update you as to which campsite we will 
be at so you can be forewarned. "Trust 
me honey, no one will read this!" 
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Welcome aboard the 
Home of the 
"Adult Five-Napkin Burger" 
and Parlor Car Cocktails 
... Voted Best in Monterey County 
by Media &: Customersl 
All handmade oIl.an i>Hf. ground 10 our Jp«ilicalions. 
grill cooked 10 nl"in all nalural juicu. Je_d with {riu. 
18 DIFFERENT BURGERSI 
And start your day with one of our ..• 
BREAKFASTS: 
(coffee served FREE with a// complete breakfasts) 
BREAKFAST DAILY: 7:00 AM -11:00 AM 
(SAT &c SUN m 12:00 PM) 
lUNCH at DINNEIl DAILY TIL 9 PM 
(WINrnR ONLY~ AT 8 PM SUN-nruRS) 
(SUNDAYS m 8:00 PM) 
P AllLOR CAll COCKTAILS: 
MON-nruRS11AM-10PM 
FRI &: SAT 11 AM -11 PM &: SUN 10 AM - 9 PM 
No Credit Cards Accepted 
FREMONT Sf A TION. MONTEREY 
2329 North Fremont. 655-1941 
A quality educational program 
with Individualized Instruction 
Including pre-school and 
pre-kindergarten classes. 
Curriculum Inckldes: 
IlIsIc Math Art Sclenc. Computers 
P .... R.adlng & R.adlng Phonies 
Cooking Baking And Much More! 
Full IIId Part·tlme Sessions 
For More Infonnatlon Call 375-9743 
1231 Seventh St., Montel'lY 
(A Block from POItgraduate School) 
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mwr ticket sales 
Herrmann Hall basement 
Rm. 37, 656-3223 
Sam - 5pm weekdays 
Discount tickets to almost all events 
and locations listed. 
San Francisco and San 
Jose Visitors' Guides 
Guides include maps, sightseeing 
ideas, restaurant recommendations 
and festival information. San 
Francisco guides, $1. San Jose guides 
$3.50. 
Baseball Tickets 
Tickets available for any Giants, 
A's or Padre's game, with minimum 
one week advance notice. Get yours 
soon, they're going fast 
Racing 
Adult, child and family tickets 
available for Watsonville Speedway, 
San Jose Speedway and Antioch 
Speedway. 
Water Parks 
Opening this month, tickets for 
Raging Waters - San Jose and San 
Dimas, Wild Rivers - Irvine, and 
Wet'n'Wild - Las Vegas. 
Sesame Street Live 
June 17 - June 19 at San Jose Arena, 
Friday 7 pm $S, Saturday 2 pm $9, 
Sunday Ipm $9, children under 2 free. 
Tickets going fast! 
Knott's Berry Farm 
Get in free on your birthday with 
proof of birthdate. See MWR for 
tickets for family and friends. 
Other Current Events and 
Specials 
• Marine World Africa USA 
• Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk 
• Monterey Bay Aquarium 
• Towne & Country Dinner Club 
(2 for 1 dining in Monterey) 
• Entertainment 1994 (discount 
tickets to entertainment and 
vacation around central 
California) 
• Whale Watching cruises 
• Great America 
• San Francisco Renaissance Faire 
• Universal Studios 
• FI RB\Tp~~y-T~~~~CH 
OF THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 
1030 Hilby Ave.· Seaside • 394-4447 
''We welco11U! vi8itors and 
newcomer8 to the PeniRBula." 
Sunday Schedule 
Bible Study 9:30 am 
Worship: 11:00 am. and 6:00 pm. 
Church Training: 5:00 pm. 
w~ EveuI. ... Activities begin at 7:00 pm. 
Nursery available at all services. 
Pastor: 
Dr. Dan Coker 
Pumpin~ up 
(Continuedjrompage 7) 
that started him in the sport of 
bodybuilding. He competed for the 
first time while still a cadet at West 
Point, in the fall of 1983 in the 
Connecticut state championships, 
placing third in the novice middleweight 
category. He competed in his flfSt 
Armed Forces Champion-ship in 1985. 
During a tour in Germany, he won the 
Army VII Corps Championship as the 
Middleweight and Overall Champion 
forhoth 1986and 1987. In 1990, having 
just won the "Mr. Fort Benning" 
competition at his new duty station, his 
part-time career in bodybuilding had to 
be put on temporary hold as he deployed 
to Saudi Arabia for Operation Desert 
. Shield/Storm. During his seven months 
in the desert he lost over 40 pounds. 
On February 5th, 1994, Salvetti came 
full circle, competing in the 1994 Armed 
Forces Championship and winning the 
Light Heavyweight Division and Best 
Overall. This achievement, coming 
almost 10 years from the first time he 
completed, was as the oldest (31 years 
old) competitor in the field . John was 
one of over 30 competitors from all 
branches of the Armed Forces and duty 
stations as far away as Korea and 
Germany. As the overall winner, John 
qualified for the National Physique 
Committee National Championship,~ 
national championship for amateurs in 
the sport; a show where the winner 
usually turns professional. We're 
talking the big time here. 
How did he do it? With lots of support 
from his wife Sieglinde, or Siggi as her 
friends know her, whom he met and 
married during his tour in Germany. 
Siggi is an athlete in her own right, 
competing with her horse, 
Scheinmeister, in the equestrian events 
of dressage, stadium jumping, and cross 
country. Salveti began training in 
earnest for the February competition in 
August of 1993. His strict diet of 
gradually lowering calorie content with 
constant proportions of 2 -10% fat, 60 -
70% carbohydrates, and 20 -30% protein 
phased in 20 weeks from the 
competition. He started training in 
August at 14% body fat and registered 
just 6112% the week of the show! He 
averaged three to four hours training 
per day from December to February at 
Gold Gym in Salinas. He split his 
workouts into two per day including 
not only weightlifting but also aerobic 
exercise such as stairclimbers, 
treadmill, and stationary bicycling. And 
he still maintained a better than 3.0 
average in one of NPS' s most 
challenging curriculums. 
Why did he do it? For many of the 
same reasons as the people who do 
marathons. Salvetti originally said 
because it was there", but later 
admitted that he wanted to prove to 
himself that he could compete at the 
national level. Salvitti believes that 
maintaining a physically fit lifestyles 
is never a hindrance but a choice that 
allows you to live life to its fullest. In 
his words, "Once you start it's easy. 
You don't have to take it to fanatical 
extremes like I did. Just be consistent." 
The benefits he reaped from the 
experience are more than just a great 
physique. He says the experience also 
helped his concentration, focus, goal-
setting and discipline, qualities to use 
throughout his life time. 
What are his goals? His most 
immediate and pressing goal is the 
same as most sixth quarter students, to 
finish his thesis and graduate. His long 
term goal is to command an Armored 
Battalion. He expects orders to staff 
duty in Washington, D.C. and intends 
to continue with his fitness lifestyles. 
He believes there is never any excuse 
for not being physically fit 
John has even managed to make his 
section more physically fit by 
encouraging his fellow officers to start 
and stick to workout programs that he 
designed for them. RG-31 must be the 
most physically fit section at NPS with 
almost half actively engaged in serious 
workout programs. 
Rasta la vista, baby! 
Sato1ffivel~ 
If you use the Tennis Courts, 
Child Care Center, Gym, Swim-
ming Pool, Clubs, Golf Course, 
Playground and Elementary 
School and want to con-
tinue using them than 
come over to Sato-









and visit Peg 
or Chat in Bldg 30 I 
next to campus center. 
(408) 656-3357 or 
(408) 656-3358 
NECK AND BACK 
PROBLEMS? 
DOMINIC J. FAVALORA, D.C. 
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Continuedfrom page 12 
4. True. The monounsaturated fats in 
olive oil and canola oil seem to be 
health -protective heroes (they help raise 
your HDL-good cholesterol) and 
perhaps better choices to include in a 
heart healthy diet Olive oil has 77% of 
monounsaturated fat and Canola(better 
known by the brand name "Puritan") 
has 62%, and Sunflower has about 20% 
of monounsaturated fats. 
5. False. All fats have same amount of 
calories. However, butter has more 
saturated fats than margarine. 
Margarines made with liquid vegetable 
oils listed as the fmt ingredient on the 
food labels, soft tub margarines and 
spreads, "diet" margarines with no more 
than 2 grams of saturated fat per 
tablespoon are some better choices. 
6 . . False. < 200mg/dl. 
7. True. The amount of cholesterol 
found in cheese per ounce is similar to 
that found in lean meat and poUltry. But 
cheeseismuchhigherinfatandsaturated 
fat than meat 
8. False. Small portions of lean beef 
aren' t so bad. Beef is an excellent 
source of protein, iron, zinc, and other 
important nutrients. Despite popular 
belief, beef is not very high in 
cholesterol. You can fit beef and other 
meats into a heart -healthy diet if you 
use the "loin/round" rule of thumb for 
beef and "loin and leg" for pork, lamb 
and veal.. Limit yourself to 4-6 
ounces/day. A cooked 3 - ounce piece 
is about the size of a deck of a cards. 
9. False. This highly nutritious protein 
source may be eaten in moderation (3 -
4 eggs/week). A single egg has 210 mg 
of cholesterol. The American Heart 
Association recommends that we limit 
our cholesterol intake to 300 mg/day. 
10. False. Most people eat too much 
protein. But high protein foods also 
contain excess fat, especially saturated 
fat, found in many high protein animal 
foods. Besides, our body converts excess 
protein into body fat 
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11. False. High doses of vitamin C may 
moderately reduce the symptoms and 
duration of common cold; no medication 
can prevent colds. 
12.False. Youth is the time to 
accumulate calcium and build strong 
bones. From ages 11 through 24 the 
recommendation for calcium increases, 
with the intent that higher calcium 
intakes will help build a greater bone 
mass. The greater the bonemass can 
then benefit the person forrest of his her 
life. 
13. False. Vitamins donot yield energy. 
They help release energy from 
carbohydrates, protein, and fats . People 
should get their nutrients from foods 
rather than from supplements. Excess 
vitamins and can harm your body. 
14. False. Your body cannot tell a 
natural vitamin from a synthetic one. 
The only difference is price - natural 
vitamins cost more. 
15. True. Betacarotene (plant form of 
vitamin A), vitamin E, vitamin C 
function as, antioxidant systems in the 
body and help prevent heart disease and 
cancer. Some foods high in antioxidant 
vitamins are dark green, yellow 
vegetables, such as broccoli, carrots, 
and spinach for betacarotene, citrusfruits 
for vitamin C,asparagus, peaches, whole 
grains for vitamin E. 
16. True. The potential cancer causing 
compounds in the intestinal contents 
are being diluted by fluid attracted to 
the fibers, bound to the fibers, and 
excreted. Also, due to the binding 
property of fiber, cholesterol is pulled 
into feces for elimination. 
17. False. Many people think starch 
and other carbohydates - rich foods are 
fattening - they are not. Carbohydrates, 
especially starches, have been the 
nutrient most promoted by diet 
recommendations. 
18. False. "Enriched" , "wheat", 
"bleached" always mean white flour. 
The term used to describe grains foods 
"enriched" reflects the nutrient losses 
incurred during the milling of grains 
and replacement of some nutrients in 
the making of products. When you buy 
whole grain breads/products, make sure 
whole - wheat flour is listed as the first 
ingredient . 
19.True. Bottled water may contain 
levels of contaminants not allowed in 
public drinking water, while most 
bottled water is safe, should you really 
spend up to 120,000% more per gallon 
than tap water? 
20. False. Organic food sometimes 
contains trace amounts of synthetic 
chemicals and pesticides. There is no 
evidence that organic food is more 
nutritious. 
Guna Hebbar has a masters degree in 
Food & Nutrition and has been a college 
instructor of Nutrition. 
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boaters who don't mind rouging it with 
no facilities (but also no crowds to 
fight). 
We forged on and spent a night in 
Baja'scapitalcity,LaPaz, which means 
"Peace" in Spanish. Pretty LaPaz on the 
Sea of Cortez would also be worth an 
extended stay. 
Off-Season Luxury 
Finally, after driving nearly 1000 
miles in less than three days (not 
recommended for maximum fun and 
relaxation!), we made it to Cabo San 
Lucas where we'd booked a four-night 
stay in one of Cabo's poshest resorts, 
the Hotel Finnesterra which literally 
translated means "Land's End." The 
- name is accurate- you can't drive any 
further. The hotel sits on the narrowest 
end of the Cape between two seas. 
From the front windows of our room, 
we could see the curving Cabo bay on 
the Sea of Cortez where cruise ships 
pull in and happy vacationers spill out 
on their way to enjoy Cabo's lively 
night life and margaritas. From the 
back, we looked down upon wide 
beaches and the endless Pacific. Our 
hotel was the kind you dream of-
spacious comfortable rooms flowering 
gardensland a huge double - pool area 
with a swim-up bar right on the beach. 
For under $100/night, plus tax, we 
enjoyed the many amenities and 
peacefulness of this resort, uncrowded 
and quiet during the off-season. 
Cabo San Lucas itself is filled with 
restaurants, nightclubs and touristy 
shops. This is a fun town to ramble 
around and do your requisite souvenir 
shopping. We found a gem of a 
restaurant, La Golondrina, that special-
ized in Pacific Lobster and other fresh 
local seafoods, grilled to perfection. For 
Mexican specialties in a beautiful, old 
courtyard building, try Mi Casa near the 
Plaza in downtown Cabo - great food, 
romantic atmosphere and reasonable 
prices. 
There are several good swimming 
beaches on the Sea of Cortez; the Pacific 
side is cold and tends to have dangerous 
undertows. Some good snoriceling sports 
can be found, where colorful fish will 
eat out of your hand. Hiking over the 
arches - a Cabo landmark - is popular 
if you are energetic and not too 
mesmerized b the peaceful beaches and 
your hotel pool. 
As for shopping, things are not nearly 
as cheap in Mexico as you may have 
heard, or were once in the past When 
we were there in the summer of 1993, 
the peso to dollar ratio was 
approximately 3,000 (or 3 New Pesos, 
as are now used) to $1. Sterling silver 
jewelry is sold everywhere, but since it 
is imported from mainland Mexico, it 
is not inexpensive - I've seen better 
prices and quality during Mervyn's 
sales. Leather goods can be found at 
reasonable prices, and it' s always fun to 
bring back native crafts, such as pottery 
or bark paintings. In a hard-to-fmd area 
of Cabo, we visited a glass blowing 
factory where we watched skilled 
artisans create beautiful green and blue 
tinted vases, bowls and glasses. We 
bought whimsical cactus-ornamented 
margarita glasses to take home. 
Our Baja adventure was one we will 
always remember and we plan to make 
the trip again some day -but allow more 
days for fun and exploring. Keep in 
mind that Baja is quite solitary for most 
of the way-no "tourist attractions," and 
traveler's facilities (a.k.a .. bathrooms 
& gas stations) are few and far between. 
Bring your own water, to be safe, 
although most hotels and restaurants 
use purified water from the state's many 
desalination plants. It's probably not 
an ideal trip for young children, but 
older kids mightenjoy the desert scenery 
and checking out some of the flora and 
fauna found no where else in the world. 
Going on the road in Baja is a unique 
trip for adults who really want to get 
away from it all, experience something 
different and bring back memories for 
a lifetime - it's well worth the effort 
)::=::::::::::::::::-:.;.;. ........ . . ... , ... :,,,::;::: 
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JAWS POOR BOYS HOAGIES 
1193 10th St., Monterey (1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 




background helps make it seem more 
real for the kids 
They have it in the works to 
arrange short wave radio 
communications with a space 
shuttle for their students. 
The curriculum guide they receive from 
NASA is a hands-on activities based 
curriculum designed to use "children's 
fascination with spaceto instill a sense 
of fun and adventure in learning." In 
learning about Bernoulli's Principle,for 
example, the students used ping pong 
balls to demonstrate the principle of 
lift. Using two ping pong balls suspended 
from strings, the students took a straw 
and blew in between the suspended ping 
pong balls. The students were surprised 
to find that the balls, instead of blowing 
away from each other, were drawn 
together. 
A key coordinator for the program is 
Mary Lind, a teacher at La Mesa 
Elementary. She is the school liaison 
teacher for the program. "She's the 
driving force to keep the program 
going," Bolat pointed oul "She makes 
sure everything runs smoothly." Lind 
has continuously acted as coordinator 
for the program since it began. 
Grande Finale 
The program will soon be ending 
another successful year. Bolat and 
Murray hope to end the year with a 
special project. They have it in the 
works to arrange short wave radio 
communications with a space shuttle 
for their students to talk with the 
astronauts. Already they are looking 
ahead to teaching next year's group of 
young astronauts. Then in Juneof1995, 
it will be Bolat and Murray's turn to 
pass a long the program to another 
volunteer NPS student, who, too deems 
it worthwhile to spend an hour one 
afternoon a week enriching the lives of 
a group of eager students. Someone 
who, too, knows there is a spark to 
kindle in these Young Astronauts. 
(For the school year 1994-95, look for 
flyers to come out with details about 
joining the program or contact La Mesa 
Elementary: 649-1872) 
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SEHD " RECEIVE FAX AVAILABLE OR FREE PICHUP " DEUVERY 
• FAST RESULTS _U HOUR SERVICE -LOWRATES 
Joyce&Co. 
Top Pennanent SpecIalist 
Askfor Natalie for the best penn you've everhadl 
,-----------, r----------
I Natalie I I Natalie ' 
I HAIRCUT I I PERM : 
I $13 Reg. $25 I I $25 Reg. $55 And UP I 
I Includes: Shampoo, linse, style and I I HIGHLIGHTS $45. REG. $70 I 
L blowdry. Long hair extra~e.:.. cllen~.J L Long h~ e~ra~e.:..cllen~.:mlY, .J 
373-7746· 445 Cortes. Monterey. CA 93940 
Volvo, Saab, 
Mazda Miata & RX7 
Routine maintenance 
Mechanical and electrical repairs 
Bosch engine management 
systems specialists 
High performance products 
and accessories 
All repairs guaranteed 12 months 




510 California Ave., Sand City 
Monday-Friday,8am-5pm 
Saturday by appointment 
VI SAIM C 
MINI SHOPPERS 






~ MARY KAY 
Joame Fabllh 
Independen! Beouly Consul!on! 
373D Bergin Drive 








Reasonable rates: 649-4718 
Stampin' Up!! 
e you tired of the same old parties . 
Want to have Fun, Save Money and 
learn Rubber Stamping Techniques? 
Call Susan Everingham at 375-1926 
Find out what all the excitement 
is about!! ! 
$1.00 ... OST RECOMMEM'D OFF 
~·s ~, ~~ ~~., -;:,. ' .. ' Pe ~"4~ . ~ ~O~ ~~ ;' ""- ''' 1'; ,," ~ 
Gianni's 
PIZZA 
Authentic Italian Recipe! 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
LOADED with MOZZARELLA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
VEGETABlES in any combination of your choice. 
lIlY AIf'I COMIiNAnON YOU WANI 
.• • All , ..... ,. NAND IOISID .... MaO'Ii ....... 
FRESH PASTA. ITALIAN SANDWICHES. FAMILY DINING 
FULL COCKY AIL BAR . 
Open Fridly, SaturcUy It Sunday 11:30 a.m. 
Open Mondr( thni Thu~. p.m. 






MOVING TO MAYPORT 
Leslie M. Harden 
Military Relocation Specialist 
Navy Wife 
--------------------------- - Maps -Brochures-Schools 
Financing-Qualifying SAVE $2 ON YOUR NEXT HAIRCUT 
(Now $6.95 Reg. $8 .95) 
Simply bring thi s coupon to Supercuts. As usual, no appo intments are necessary. 
eM-F 9-9 But come lfi soon, thiS offer ends 6/10/1994"" r.""'" ~'"C . .. 
- Sat. 9-7 488 Alvarado St. :: * ...  
-Sun. 10-5 Monterei ~ .' i ...... . 
eNo Appointmt'nt Necrssarv 375-288 ..rr 
Good 01 partlelpallng shops N ol vol.d wllh any alher 0 er One 
How Do You WANT YOUR HAIR CUT? 
- Specializing in Concentrated 
House Hunting 
- Ask About Our Air Fare Bonusl 
O'MALLEY REAL ESTATE 
645 MAYPORT ROAD 
A TlANllC BEACH, FL 32233 
(904) U1-3141 call collect 
(904) 221-6467 evening. 









JIM & PA T RALEIGH 
Virginia Beach - Norfolk 
1-800-448-5865 
BUYER REPRESENTATION - - WE WORK FOR YOU! 
RESALES-NEW HOMES***RENTALS 
FILL OUT THE INSERT CARD 
FORA FREE 
HOME BUYERS PACKET 
CONTAINING IMPORTANT INFORMA TION ON .... 
• Housing & Real Estate Market • Transportation 
• Financing & Qualifying • Schools & Communities 
or Call Our Toll Free Number 
1-800-237-1096 
